
Mappleships instructions 

Before you begin 

• Print out the ‘Map and features’ sheet. This has been designed to work on A4 paper. 

Play mappleships 

1. Give each person a ‘Map and features’ sheet. 

2. Players should draw one of each map feature onto their map – they should pay attention to how many 

squares it should take up. They only need to draw a two square lake for the ‘Features’ section, they don’t 

need to worry about the other things listed. 

Everyone should keep their maps secret. 

3. The first player should guess a square. Their opponent should tell them whether there’s anything in that 

square and if any of the feature has not been found yet. The player should keep track of the answer, for 

example, using another coloured pen or cutting out the map features and placing them on the map. 

For example, ‘You’ve found my nature reserve, but it still has two more squares’. 

5. The second player should guess a square. Their opponent should tell them whether there’s anything in that 

square and if any of the feature has not been found yet. Again, the second player should find a way to keep 

track of the answer. 

6. Players should keep taking it in turns until one person finds all of their opponent’s features. 

Chat about maps 

1. Adults, show your child some maps. 

2. Point out which features a hiker would look out for and use: 

Hikers look for terrain and natural features that help them get a bearing on where they are in a natural space. Rivers, 

trees, and hills can all help someone find their location. 

3. Everyone should point out which features a driver would look out for and use. 

Drivers are more likely to use roads, towns, and buildings. If people are driving through towns, they’ll probably look 

out for specific shops or street names. 

4. Maps for pilots are called aeronautical charts. Everyone should point out what things a pilot might need to 

pay attention to. It might help to know that some of these things are less important to drivers. 

Pilots often still use major roads (for example, the M25) as they’re visible from the air and it’s easy to trace them 

between destinations. Terrain’s also important, especially for lower-flying aircraft. Aeronautical charts have 

obstacles such as towers and electricity pylons on them. They also have information about navigation routes, 

airspace, and airports. Airspace is important for long distance flights; each country is responsible for their own 

airspace, and pilots need permission to fly through it. 

Reflection 

This activity was all about the skills people use to read maps. When might people use map reading skills? What 

features are likely to be on a map of the local area? This activity also needed people to communicate. Depending on 

how they played, people may have communicated with a teammate, or just with their opponent. In the activity, 

everyone had information that their opponent didn’t have. This is true of a lot of communication, but it’s not always 

so easy to notice.  


